QUIZ IT PURPLE
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Who doesn’t love a quiz? Get into teams, charge a fee to take part and get your
friends guessing. Here’s some question rounds and tips to get you started!
You can find all sorts of questions online by searching for ‘free quiz questions’.
All things purple

Making Crohn’s and Colitis visible
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Which purple herb is said to be calming?
	
Answer: Lavender

2

Which month of the year has a purple birthstone?
	
Answer: February
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In the game of pool which numbers are the two purple
	
balls?
Answer: 4 and 12

2
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‘The Color Purple’ was written by what female author?
	
Answer: Alice Walker
What was the name of the purple Teletubby?
	
Answer: Tinky WInky
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	True or False, the colour purple was made from a tropical
sea snail called the Murex?
Answer: True

	True or False, purple is a royal colour in many countries
because purple dye was so hard to obtain?
Answer: True

4

	How many words rhyme with ‘purple’?
a 6 b 4 c 2 d 0
Answer: 0

4

1

Scotland

c

Wales		

d

Northern Ireland

	What is the most common age for diagnosis?
a

Under 18		

c

45-54

b

18-25

	Which part of the gut does Ulcerative Colitis cause
inflammation and ulcers in?
a

small bowel

b

large bowel

	What percentage of those living with Crohn’s or Colitis will
experience stigma or unfair treatment because of their
condition?
a

25% 		

c

75%

b

50%

Answer: b. 50%
5

	Purple was the most common choice for a wedding dress
in England in medieval times.
Answer: True

Give out sheets for
picture rounds, or
introduce a music round
where people have to
guess the intro to a song.

b

Answer: b. large bowel

	Which country has purple in their flag?
a Barbados b Dominica c Fiji
Answer: Dominica

Other top tips:

England		

Answer: b. 18-25
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Answer: b. Scotland

Getting trickier
1

	Which UK nation has the highest prevalence of
Crohn’s and Colitis?

	What other problems do people living with Crohn’s or
Colitis experience outside their digestive system.
Select all those that apply.
a

Joint problems

b

Fatigue

c

Eye Inflammation

d

Mental Health Challenges

Answer: All of them

 ave a tie-break question ready with the closest
H
guess winning overall (eg ‘How tall is the Eiffel Tower
in metres?’ Answer: 324m).

2
For tougher questions,
offer clues in exchange
for an extra donation
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 emember to pay in your money at
R
crohnsandcolitis.org.uk/donate

crohnsandcolitis.org.uk/fundraising
/crohnsandcolitisuk

@CrohnsColitisUK

3

@crohnsandcolitisuk
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